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Lots of twists and turns. Lots of monsters, especially devils and demons. NCPC Army. And a stunning array of epic sets - ruined cathedrals, floating cities, ragged hellish landscapes, nightmarish dream sequences. This and more that you'll find inside Baldura Gate: Descent to Avernus, the latest hardcover adventure from Dungeon and
Dragons' 5th edition. The 256-page volume, which is available from today, is a classic epic D.D. It's a battle that encompasses several planes of existence and pits ordinary people and fantastic beasts against archdevites and gods. There's a lot to love here, and the adventure (which spans from level 1 to Level 13 and beyond) will give
your game group one epic campaign to enjoy. Although it's called Baldura Gate: The Descent to Avern', there's not much of a Baldur gate. Of course, this is a popular loner among us D'D nerds, and it can rope in a few fans of the video game series who have yet to try their hand at pen and paper RPG, but the long-running adventure
module has five chapters, and only one of them takes place in the wall of the city. In fact, the fate of another city, Elturel, is the main concern of most adventures, and an adventure in Avernes in nine hells must be undertaken to save him. (All of this has to do with Baldur's gate, because it will be next if Archdevel's evil plan is not thwarted,
and of course a group of conspirators at Baldur Gate is working to make just that happen.) In the first chapter, adventurers will be pressed into service by Flaming First mercenaries to help keep the peace in baldura Gate. But they will quickly choose a city in Candakep. Eventually, the adventure moves to Elturel, a nearby town that has
fallen into nine hells and anchors there huge chains. Soon it will be demolished to Avern's and will become a permanent fixture where it is likely to be torn apart in the raging Bloody War between the devils and demons. And that's where the meat adventure: Journey around Avernus in a hellish war machine, prevent evil deals with evil and
end up looking for the Sword of Zariel. You see, the archdevel that rules Avendos was once an angel, and it's just possible to redeem her. Along the way, there are many all in and outs. Both NPCs. and travel. And deals must be made. And agreements with the broker. Although there are definitely across the line from start to finish, there
are many possible ways to get there. The possibilities for alliances and deals are seemingly endless, and they are also fraught with danger. Make a deal with the wrong devil, and you could be in serious trouble. And once it's over, they still have to get out of Avernos. The action begins almost immediately. At the entrance to baldura Gate,
adventurers will be drafted by Flaming Fits to stop the murder spree. This leads them to the tavern that leads them to the shelter that leads them to the tavern that leads them to which leads them to the dungeon that leads them to the hellish city that leads them to the ruins and so on and so forth. It just keeps going like this. Pretty quickly,
you will lead the group through nine hells as they search for artifacts and ruins and avoid finding the claws of many, man, many devils. That this happens mostly in Nine Hells will provide some entertainment for DMs, if not for their hapless players. The perverted geography of the place can wreak havoc on travel. It would seem that idyllic
places often turn out to be ruined ruins. A once thriving city, Elturel split in two and is about to drown in the Styx River. It's a wild time. While many parts of an adventure can be easily pulled by a single shot or be used in your homegrown campaign, Descent to Avernus seems (perhaps more so than any 5e adventure before it) to be better
off if played as one long cohesive campaign. Simply put: everything has to do with everything else. This makes things interesting later in the game as individual paths begin to appear. In the third chapter, which takes place in Avernos, the characters will eventually be given two options to find the Sword of Sariel, each of which will have
different results. I have to give it up for artistic direction in this book. It's great. Landscapes are absolutely hellish. So splash art devils and demons and NPCs. It's a fucking nightmare and it looks wonderful. (And while I'm usually indifferent to the special FLGS-exclusive covers, this is one of this world.The skull cover and back cover of
Archdevel Dawn are just gorgeous. The dungeon card is once again made in drawn Dyson style logos, and I feel like this is the best implementation of this style yet. The cards look good, but still simple enough to read at first sight, which is useful in a book this dense. The overall layout of the book is also enjoyable. One example: In past
5e adventures, all NPC and Monster stats have been at the back of a book in one app. For Avernus, the monster stats that often appear in the book (but not in the Monster Guide) are still the back of the book. (Make sure you have a sturdy bookmark or other way to keep this page tab.) But NPC statistics and monster stats are prominent
on the page where they appear in the text, which is incredibly useful. When Archan's cruel or abyss chicken appears, you don't have to turn back and forth during these encounters. The stats are right here. Also a useful guide at the beginning of the book tells you which chapters are good for what level the characters are. And even more
useful is the chart in each chapter, which outlines which places and quests in this chapter are suitable for each level. It's good for DMs to work this out as a full campaign or for those who just want to pull out a concrete dungeon (say, the Cathedral High Hall in the second which is good for Level 5 level The book covers only five chapters,
but four of these five chapters are massive entries. (The sword of Hariel's chapter is essentially one climatic dungeon.) This will provide a lot of meaty adventures for those who are willing to take it on. More than 50 pages of the book is dedicated to the gazebo for the city of Baldur Gate itself. This is useful for this first chapter, I think, but if
you're going to spend a lot of time in town, it feels like extra padding to make the book feel longer. Of course, he'll call back to the kill at Baldur Gate, a module out of the way back in the 5th edition of the DDD Next Playtest days. The authors of the murder are credited in Descent Into Avernus, but there is not much information that is
directly transmitted from one book to another. Some of the NPC and many of the faction information are similar between books, but even sections that are substantially the same (information on the city government and history, for example) have been reworked. And a lot of information in Gazetteer Descent - especially tables on
interaction, denizens, threats and so on - is a brand of spank new. I really like Descending to the Avernus app. Sure, there are standard magical items and creature records, but there's a whole four-page application about making deals with the devil (or devils as it happens) as well as a seven-page entry on infernal war machines. (If you're
going to travel to Avern', you should do it in style.) And while the creature app itself details 24 creatures such as Baphomet, ziel and redcap, the book itself has 22 more creatures in all. A dozen magical items and countless cards make this one jam-packed module. If you're ready for an epic campaign, get a copy. Baldur's Gate: Descent to
AvernusStandard cover edition, Illustrated by Tyler Jacobson.Rules requiredDungeons and Dragons 5th editionCharacter Levels1-13Campaign SettingsForgotly Forgotten RealmsAuthorsChristopher PerkinsFirst published On 17 September 2019ISBN0786666669 Baldur's Gate: Descent Into Avernus is an adventure module for the 5th
edition of The Dungeon and Dragons fantasy game. He will serve as a prequel to Baldur's Gate III. Christopher Perkins, the chief storytelling artist for Dungeons and Dragons, described the module as Dungeons and Dragons Meets Mad Max: Fury Road. The plot of Baldur's Gate: Descent Into Avernus is a 256-page campaign book that
will take players from Level 1 to Level 13. It begins in the city of Baldura Gate as it slowly succumbs to the influence of corrupt forces and evil gods. Adventurers will go in search of redemption, going down to Avernos, the first layer of the Nine Hells, ruled by Archdevel ziel. Players will also be able to wade into the Bloody War. If you want
to run a campaign here, or you just want to know With the famous video game city in 2019, it's a great resource and fun that you need to read (there are also some good maps). Chris Perkins, chief history designer for Dungeons and Dragons, said: I'd like to think of it as a tale of two cities. One city has come under the influence of hell,
another is at risk of suffering the same fate if you don't step in and do something about it. The threats you face are not typical. [...] Nothing prevents the characters from getting into the middle of Bloody War because it's actually happening. You come at these great forces collide and you see the carnage happening. It will take a brave party
of adventurers wanting to step foot in that, but they can. And this is the case when we want the characters to discuss among themselves: if we involve ourselves, are we going to make a difference? Or are we just throwing ourselves into unnecessary danger? It sets up a really interesting conversation for the table. You're there to save the
city. But there are all sorts of temptations in hell. The new module's story was announced in May 2019 during the DDT: Descent event live on the Wizards of the Coast website. Baldura Gate: Descent to Avern' was released on September 17, 2019. An alternative art cover by Hydro74 featuring the symbol of Bhaal, an important figure in
the Baldur's Gate video game series, is available exclusively in local gaming stores. Beadle and Grimm, a wizards of the Coast licensee, released a limited edition Platinum Edition from Baldur's Gate: Descent Into Avernus. Baldura Gate: Descent Into Avernus is also available as a digital product through the following Wizards of the Coast
licensees: D'D Beyond, Fantasy Grounds and Roll20. Joe Manganiello, in an interview, discussed how his character Archangel's brutal (see on the web show as critical role and the power of gray) fits into the book. Arhan will have his own tower in Avernis, the first level of hell, along with several villainous compatriots. Manganiello told
ComicBook.com that one of Archan's companions is the snapping turtle-esque Death cleric Cleric Tortle, which he hopes will change the way Tortles (the race of anthropomorphic turtles) are conceived. He's a Mindbender-type doctor, said Manganiello. [...] Although Arhan lives in hell and tries to lead his evil goddess to the Material Plane,
Manganiello does not see Arhan as a villain. Well, I hate to use the word villain, Manganiello said ComicBook.com. I've always hated it. I hate it when it's used to describing my characters because I just think there are different characters coming to life from different perspectives. Many accused Arhan of stealing the Hand of Vekna as a
kind of power grab. But it was not, it was a completely altruistic gesture of a high-level paladin, putting his god above his own well-being. He handcuffed himself to this artifact, which would destroy him, corrupts his mind and his body to try to uncover the secret of Tiamata's liberation from Avern's. Admission to publishers Weekly Best-
Selling Book Week Ending 9/21/19, Baldur's Gate: Descent Into Avernus was #5 in Hardcover Nonfiction and sold 12,731 units. Kunzelman, for Paste, wrote that the book is good in words and that the book works well both when stripped to parts and when it contains a narrative. Kunzelman stressed that the book introduces players slowly
into the strangeness of this world, gives them many options and factions to play in hell, and then puts them as important agents in a conspiracy to save or cursed the city, ruler, and even themselves. These are the kind of meaty issues that I think players would like to dig into, and there's enough of them here. Charlie Hall, for Polygon,
wrote: Overall I am very impressed with Descent Into Avernus. It's just the best adventure module that the wizards put out all year long, and of great importance given the amount of material inside. It's also an interesting prequel to the upcoming computer game, Baldur's Gate 3, from Larian Studios, set 100 years before the events of this
game. Cody Gravelle, for Screen Rant, wrote that players got their first taste of what to expect from the new campaign thanks to the stellar lineup that kicked off D'D Live 2019, an exciting experience that is labeled to bring fans more than 50 hours of content. A special campaign led by Deborah Ann Woll of The Punisher of Fame, which
also featured Matthew Lillard (Scooby Doon) and Janina Gavankar (Arrow) kicked off the holiday on stream and created even more expectations for a descent into hell that will characterize the next massive Dungeon and Dragons adventure, which will take place in a 256-page book full of detail to provide players with as much fun as
possible. The new Dungeons and Dragons adventure feels like a big deal, more than they have in the past - the celebrity infusion is part of the reveal celebrations, and the popular culture embracing role-playing games in a way it hasn't previously made this kind of shows much more electric. Eric Francisco for Inverse wrote that one of the
biggest features of Descent Into Avernus is the car fight. Spinning off ship mechanics introduced in Ghosts of Saltmarsh, Descent to Avernus features thunderous nightmares, hellish war machines that really sell what wasteland players will find themselves in the new campaign. [...] You can't have hell without souls, and the Wizards of the
Coast have confirmed a few characters from the DHS knowledge that will appear in Descent in Avernus. These include the archdeaque of the Nine Hells and the ruler of Avernas, Costhchi, the demon lord of the frosty giants, and Archan the cruel, dragon-like paladin of actor Joe Manganiello (True Blood, Magic Mike). Inquiries: Hall,
Charlie (2019-06-10). Baldura Gate 3 gets a countertop prequel. Polygon. Get a b c Hall, Charlie (2019-05-22). The next chapter of Dungeons and Dragons is DDT Meets Mad Max: Fury Road. Polygon. Received 2019-06-26. a b Brandin Tyrrell (2019-05-17). Dungeons and Dragons New Adventure sends players to hell. IGN North.
Received 2019-06-26. a b Wilson, Jason (2019-05-17). Dungeons and Dragons return to Baldur's gate with a descent to Avern'. Venture fight. Received 2019-06-26. a b c Francisco, Eric (May 17, 2019). DDT introduces a new campaign, which the creators call Mad Max in Hell. Back. Received 2019-06-26. a b Kunzelman, Cameron
(2019-10-07). Take a journey to the dungeons and dragons of hell with the gates of Baldur's new adventure: The Descent to Avernas. Insert. Received 2019-11-11. Gavin Sheehan (May 17, 2019). Beadle and Grimm announce a new platinum edition for Baldur's Gate: Descent Into Avernus. Bleeding Cool. Received 2019-06-26. Joe
Manganiello's Dungeon and Dragons character will appear in the next adventure book. WWG. Received 2019-06-26. Publishers Weekly (September 26, 2019). This week's bestsellers are from Publishers Weekly. Tribune News Service on Atlantic Broadband. Archive from the original 2019-11-11. Received 2019-11-11. Publishers Weekly
Bestseller Lists (en) Back issue 09/30/2019 . Publishers Weekly. Received 2020-07-03. Hall, Charlie (2019-09-06). Dungeons and Dragons' next pen-and-paper adventure feels like Mad Max in hell. Polygon. Received 2019-11-11. Dungeons and dragons head to hell at the gates of The Adventures of New Baldura. A scrirant. 2019-05-17.
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